


Checklist for delivering constructive feedback
Identify the time constraints of the feedback session & identify a few feedback points during
the observed encounter.
Ask yourself: ”Given the time frame, what key feedback points should I address?”

Ask the learner whether he/she would like feedback. Feedback shouldbe solicited rather 
than imposed.
“Would you like to discuss the session and receive some feedback?”

Begin the feedback session by allowing the learner to describe howhe/she felt the 
interaction went.
“How do you feel the encounter went?” “What do you consider yourbiggest challenges 
with this encounter?”

Begin with a positive statement.
Ask yourself: “What was the most outstanding behavior displayed by the  learner?”

Howley LD, McPherson V. Delivering Constructive Formative Feedback: A Toolkit for Medical Educators. 2011.



Checklist for delivering constructive feedback
Check your statements to assure that they pertain to specific behaviorsthe learner can do 
something about.
Ask yourself: “Is this a behavior that the learner has control over?”

Check your feedback statements against the ―Feedback Litmus Test.
Ask yourself: “Does the feedback address specific behavior? Is the feedback 
non-evaluative?”

Ask the learner to rephrase the feedback to ensure clear communication.
“Are you clear about what I am saying?” or “Can you summarize so I know  I have 
been clear?”

End the session with a positive feedback statement.
Ask yourself: “Did the learner leave the session with constructive information?”

Howley LD, McPherson V. Delivering Constructive Formative Feedback: A Toolkit for Medical Educators. 2011.



Confronting individuals who have 
not responded to feedback on 
serious performance problems...

~ David E. Kern, MD, MPH, MACP

https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/fac_development/_documents/confronting_individuals_about_performance_problems.pdf


Listeners can claim Free CE credit through VCU Health at
http://curbsiders.vcuhealth.org/
How to Claim VCU CME Credit

http://curbsiders.vcuhealth.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZH--RjTCHzHsMm_qDMlfIn44uOtdTi47/view
https://audioboom.com/posts/7690745-233-giving-effective-feedback-with-drs-abby-spencer-and-alia-chisty


We hope this issue of Tips and Tricks  proves useful to your work!
~Faculty Development Team
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